
The Colonies Come of Age

Tensions grow between Britain 

and its colonists. 

NEXT

Colonial slavery becomes 

entrenched, particularly in 

the South.



Section 1

England and Its Colonies
England and its largely self-governing 

colonies prosper under a mutually beneficial 

trade relationship.

NEXT
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England and Its Colonies Prosper

Mercantilism

• Mercantilism—countries must get gold, silver, 

and other raw materials to be self-sufficient 

• Favorable balance of trade (more EXPORTS 

than IMPORTS)
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The Navigation Acts

• England sees colonial sales to other 

countries as economic threat 

• 1651 Parliament passes Navigation 

Acts: laws restrict colonial trade

England and Its Colonies Prosper
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NEXT

The Seeds of Self-Government

• Colonists still consider themselves 

British but want self-government



NEXT

Slavery Becomes Entrenched

The European Slave Trade

• 3-way triangular trade network ties 

colonies, Africa, West Indies:

- New England exports rum to Africa

- Africa exports slaves to West Indies

- West Indies export sugar, molasses to 

New England
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NEXT

Slavery Becomes Entrenched

The Middle Passage

• Middle passage—middle leg of transatlantic 

trade, transports slaves 

• 20% or more of Africans on ship die from 

disease, abuse, suicide
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Slavery in the South

• 80–90% of slaves work in fields; 10–20% work 

in house or as artisans

• Slaves work full-time from age 12 until death 

• Owners beat, whip slaves considered 

disobedient, disrespectful



QUICK WRITES

1. Write 2-3 sentences discussing slavery 

as it relates to the colonies.

2. Write 2-3 sentences discussing slavery 

as it relates to the “middle passage.
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New Ideas Influence the Colonists

The Enlightenment

• For centuries philosophers used reason, science 

to explain world

• Enlightenment—movement in 1700s 

emphasizing reason, observation 

• Enlightenment ideas spread quickly through 

books, pamphlets
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Northern Society Is Diverse

Witchcraft Trials in Salem

• In 1692, false accusations of witchcraft lead to 

trials, hysteria

• Many accusers poor, brought charges against 

rich

• Several victims were women considered too 

independent

• 20 people executed (19 hang/ 1 crushed)







NEXT
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New Ideas Influence the Colonists

The Great Awakening

• Puritans lose grip on Massachusetts society, 

membership declines

• Jonathan Edwards preaches people are sinful, 

must seek God’s mercy

• Great Awakening—religious revival of the 1730s 

and 1740s

• Native Americans, African Americans, colonists 

join new churches

• Interest in learning increases; Protestants found 

colleges

• Both movements question authority, stress 

individual’s importance
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QUICK WRITE

1. How do you think Puritans reacted to ideas brought 

out during the “enlightenment” movement?

2. What causes people to start using the “supernatural” 

as the answer to awkward or unusual events?


